
 

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Title: Recommendation to Retain Professional Services to Undertake 

Market Study, Evaluate Current and Future Retail Demand and 

Develop Alternative Use Scenarios for Charlestowne Mall  

Presenter: Chris Aiston 

Rita Tungare  

 
Please check appropriate box: 
   Government Operations       Government Services 

  X Planning & Development (04/09/12)   City Council  

 Public Hearing   

 

Estimated Cost:  $35,000 Budgeted:      YES  NO X 

If NO, please explain how item will be funded: 

The proposed study was not considered when developing the FY11-12 budget; however, funds 

budgeted for services related to the sale of city properties will not be expended and can be reallocated 

for this effort.   

Executive Summary: 

For many and varied reasons, the Charlestowne Mall has significantly declined as a commercial asset 

and a viable shopping destination in the area marketplace for more than ten years.  The Economic 

Development Department feels that the property is facing a critical juncture.  In order to ensure we have 

the best information to most appropriately address the current state of affairs at the property, staff is 

proposing to engage Melaniphy and Associates to undertake a study evaluating current and future retail 

demand at the mall and, as appropriate, consider alternative scenarios with respect to the property’s 

future highest and best use.  Melaniphy and Associates has expertise in studying market and locational 

feasibility and development, highest and best use, commercial revitalization and neighborhood needs.   

The firm’s staff consists of market analysts, site selection specialists, financial analysts, urbanologists, 

economists, marketing professionals, planners, real estate experts, and real estate professionals.   

 

Staff has also obtained a proposal from Houseal Lavigne to expand the current Comprehensive Plan 

scope of work to include land use planning services specifically focusing on the Mall property. These 

services would include facilitating a visioning workshop to obtain public input on the Mall and the 

development of two Concept Plans.  

Attachments: (please list)  
Proposed Contract Letter from John Melaniphy, President, Melaniphy and Associates. 

Proposed Additional Services from Houseal Lavigne 

 

Recommendation / Suggested Action (briefly explain): Recommend that the City Council retain 

Melaniphy and Associates to undertake Market Study, Evaluating Current and Future Retail Demand 

and Alternative Use Scenarios at Charlestowne Mall. 

 

 
For office use only: 

 
Agenda Item Number: 4b
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      March 26, 2012 
 
Mr. Christopher Aiston     
Economic Development Director 
City of St. Charles  
2 E. Main Street   
St. Charles, IL 60174-1984 
 
      In re: Charlestowne Mall 
       St Charles, Illinois 
 
Dear Mr. Aiston: 
 
As you requested, we have revised our proposal to evaluate current and future retail demand at 
Charlestowne Mall, in St. Charles, Illinois. 
 
In order to adequately address the Charlestowne Mall situation, it will be necessary to analyze 
important market issues. Any data that your or other City Agencies have regarding any market 
issues will be helpful to the analysis. The specific steps in our process are as follows: 
 
1. Retail Trends and Spending Patterns Affecting Charlestowne Mall 

We will review changes that are taking place in national, regional, and local retail and 
shopping trends and spending patterns. The most significant recent spending trend is the 
rising cost of gasoline, and the impact that it is having and likely to have in the future 
purchasing power. Also, rising growth in the sales of upscale retailers vs. the lack of 
growth in lower priced stores such as Wal-Marts will be reviewed, as it relates to 
Charlestowne Mall.  

 
2. The Present and Future of the St. Charles Area  

We will investigate the past, present, and future of the St. Charles market area. We will 
analyze population change, directional growth patterns, age structure, household size, 
major employers, employment trends, housing development, other commercial 
development, aesthetics, street and road patterns, generative attractions, retail 
concentrations, major big box retailers, and other pertinent information. 

 
3. Retail Sales Performances of St. Charles and Surrounding Communities 

We will analyze St. Charles and the surrounding community’s retail sales for the past 10 
years. As you know, we track retail sales by major retail categories based upon Sales Tax 
Receipts provided by the Illinois Department of Revenue, and have done so since 1985. 
Our new Chicagoland Retail Sales Report featuring 2011 Retail Sales will be issued at 
the beginning of April. We will analyze what the data is telling us by major retail 
categories especially as it relates to St. Charles and Charlestowne Mall, in contrast to 
competitive areas. This will help to assess the negative impact that the Recession has had 
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on retailers, retail sales by major retail categories, and surrounding communities. Finally, 
we will examine what has happened to other malls in the Chicago Metropolitan Area with 
similar major store mixes.   

 
4. Comparable Chicago Area Malls and Specialty Tenant Experiences 

We will identify Malls with Carson’s, Von Maur, and Kohl’s or any combination, along 
with their tenancy, occupancy levels, and sales performances. Moreover, we will review 
their competition in contrast to Charlestown’s competition. 

 
5. A Review of How Other Cities Have Addressed Similar Problems 

We will explore what other cities and malls have addressed similar problems and 
transformations. This includes demalling, refocusing retailing, adding mixed-use concepts, 
reshaping the view of the Mall, adding dining and entertainment venues, and others. On our 
website – www.melaniphy.com –I have posted three or four articles that I have written 
regarding conventional and unconventional solutions to mall revitalization, as well as there 
outcomes and transformation.  

 
6. Competitive Changes Affecting Charlestowne Mall 

We know that Randall Road with its significant retail development is siphoning business 
away from the Mall. We will examine the major concentrations of competition on Randall 
Road and address the clusters of retailers, and consider how to reorient consumer patterns 
back toward Charlestowne Mall.  

 
7. Examination of Charlestowne Mall’s Trade Area 

Understanding Charlestowne Mall’s trade area is very important to us in defining any new 
improvement program. We will talk to the major anchors regarding their trade area changes 
and what can be done to improve the Mall’s attraction. We will also conduct several travel 
times for 10, 20 and 30 minutes to better understand what the customers are experiencing. 
This will also provide some insight on travel times to major competitors. We are a society 
in a hurry, and thus, time is more important than distance.  

 
8. Previous and Current Tenancy – Who Were and Currently Are the Players? 

We will obtain a list of initial Mall tenants, along with changes that have happened over 
time. These changes occurred when department stores were added or through normal 
attrition. Also, some occurred through retail store failure. We will examine the changes as a 
benchmark of what was, what might be, and what the future may hold. We are interested in 
where the former tenants went when they left the Mall. 

 
9. Charlestowne Mall’s Current Situation and Performance 

We will need Charlestowne Mall’s tenant names, locations, sizes, sales, rents, percentages, 
CAM charges, and merchants’ association funds for the past five years.  

 
10. Leasing Focus and Activities at Charlestowne Mall 

We will need to talk to the current Mall leasing agents regarding their tenant focus, who 
they have contacted, their experiences, the interest on the part of retailers, and pertinent 
thoughts. We will also need prospective rental rates and CAM charges by store sizes. 
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11. Charlestowne Mall’s Tenant Mix Analysis 
We are aware that Mall vacancy is high. Once we compare Mall occupancy and the 
changes that have taken place to the concentration on Randall Road, we will simulate 
alternative Mall tenant solutions and determine actions necessary to address the 
simulations. Alternative scenarios include changing the mix of stores by adding both major 
and minor retailers, restaurants, and entertainment venues.   

 
12. Alternatives Solutions for Charlestowne Mall 
 After a thorough analysis of all of the data, we will identify alternative solutions to 

Charlestowne Mall. These solutions may include adding specific retailers, demalling, 
demolition of part of the mall, open-air lifestyling, mixed-use additions, aesthetic physical 
change, restaurant and entertainment streets, a new theme, and others. The alternatives will 
also consider the general financial ramifications of the major actions for discussion.  

 
13. Presentation of the Study Findings to the Planning and Development Committee 

When completed, we will make a presentation of the study findings on June 11th at 7:00 
p.m., assuming that we can begin the project on April 10, 2012. 

 
14. Report  

We will prepare and provide a report on a CD in a pdf file format. 
 
Timing and Costs  
The entire program, as proposed, will require 8 to 9 weeks to complete.  
 
Our revised budget for this project, as proposed, indicates that the project will cost $24,750, 
including all time and expenses. It is our normal procedure to receive a retainer prior to initiation 
of the work. If you wish to proceed, you need only to sign one copy of this letter on the 
following page and return it to us with a retainer check in the amount of $7,500. Billings will be 
sent monthly. Receipt of the signed copy, along with the retainer, will constitute our 
authorization to proceed. Should you wish to prepare a professional service contract instead of 
this letter, we will initiate the contract when received. This proposal will remain in effect for 30 
days. 
 

I sincerely hope that we are given the opportunity to assist you in this endeavor.    
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Accepted by: 
 
The City of St. Charles, Illinois 
 
 
      
 
Officer: _______________________ 
 
 
Title:        
 
Date:      
 
 
JCM/cs 
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